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DICKSON REVEALS ITS NEW SWK15 MICRO-PERFORATED FABRIC
RANGE

More colourful, brighter, more now!
SWK15 fabric is an attractive and durable sun protection
solution that combines optimal visibility and light flow
with regulated solar gain. Thanks to its balanced and
regular micro-perforation, it offers excellent visual
contact with the outdoor environment while optimising
natural ventilation and light conditions

SWN M006 PEARL

SWN M654 GREY

SWN M652 SILVER

SWN M729 STORM

SWN M724 SCARLET

SWN M725 MUSK

SWN M731 CHARDIN

SWN M728 CYPRESS

Maximum resistance
Benefiting from a Rachel Trameur fabric weave, SWK15
enjoys exceptional tear resistance. Our special coating
penetrates the yarn deep down for optimal UV and
weather protection. The result is a durable fabric that’s
designed to stand the test of time..

Visual comfort
With a 15% opening, SWK15 creates an even, ample light
for clearer outdoor visibility while blocking 73% to 84%
of light radiation. The openwork fabric heightens
transparency and enhances the comfort of living spaces
while allowing adequate natural light to flow through.
.

Thermal comfort
SWK15 is designed to block heat by up to 83%. Its microperforation controls solar gain while allowing air
through for better ventilation. This protects from the sun
and UV rays while controlling the temperature.

SWN M392 CHARCOAL

Multi-purpose
Available in nine trendy colours, SWK15 has an even texture and
adapts to any outdoor design as a decorative feature in its own right
for vertical blinds, shade sails, velums, pergola rolling-up covers and
outdoor velums. Transparent, it preserves your living environment and
creates a harmonious relationship between architecture and its
surroundings. Lastly, it is easy to clean with soapy water, making it
ideal for outdoor use.
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blinds

Environmentally responsible
Greenguard Gold certified, SWK15 guarantees a healthy environment
for all applications. Thanks to this certification, it helps create a
healthier and less polluting indoor environment.
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LEARN MORE ABOUT SWK15 ON THE DICKSON-CONSTANT WEBSITE
WWW.DICKSON-CONSTANT.COM
AND FROM SALES REPRESENTATIVES STARTING 15 SEPTEMBER

About Dickson

Dickson, the flagship of the technical textile industry, is now recognized throughout the world as the reference in indoor and
outdoor fabrics made in France. Its products, marketed under the two flagship brands DICKSON® and SUNBRELLA®, are sought
after by the biggest names in design, architecture and boating. Innovation is the driving force behind the group's growth,
allowing Dickson to diversify its offer by proposing a wide range of technical and design textiles, designed as home
improvement solutions. The business now serves four markets: solar protection, woven floor coverings, interior and exterior
furnishings, and boat equipment. A combination of technical expertise and originality, Dickson's style is now found in more than
110 countries on five continents.
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